THOSE PERSONS DESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH A BELOW ARE ADVISED TO EXERCISE CAUTION WHEN FLYING INTO, OUT OF, WITHIN, OR OVER THE TEHRAN (OIIX) FLIGHT INFORMATION REGION (FIR) DUE TO DECONFLICTION CONCERNS INVOLVING MILITARY ACTIVITY, MILITARY EXERCISES, AND WEAPONS TESTING ACTIVITY. BEFORE OPERATING IN OR ADJACENT TO THE TEHRAN FIR (OIIX), CAREFULLY REVIEW CURRENT NOTAMS AND BE FAMILIAR WITH CURRENT CONDITIONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST.

A. APPLICABILITY. THIS NOTAM APPLIES TO: ALL U.S. AIR CARRIERS AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS; ALL PERSONS EXERCISING THE PRIVILEGES OF AN AIRMAN CERTIFICATE ISSUED BY THE FAA, EXCEPT SUCH PERSONS OPERATING U.S.-REGISTERED AIRCRAFT FOR A FOREIGN AIR CARRIER; AND ALL OPERATORS OF AIRCRAFT REGISTERED IN THE UNITED STATES, EXCEPT WHERE THE OPERATOR OF SUCH AIRCRAFT IS A FOREIGN AIR CARRIER.

B. PLANNING. THOSE PERSONS DESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH A PLANNING TO FLY INTO, OUT OF, WITHIN, OR OVER THE ABOVE-NAMED AREA MUST REVIEW CURRENT SECURITY/THREAT INFORMATION AND NOTAMS AND ENSURE THEIR OPERATIONS SPECIFICATION, MANAGEMENT SPECIFICATION, OR LETTERS OF AUTHORIZATION B450 IS CURRENT. IRANIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITIES MAY ISSUE NOTAMS DESCRIBING REQUIRED PROCEDURES FOR ENTRY INTO THE TEHRAN (OIIX) FIR.

C. OPERATIONS. ANY PERSON DESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH A (APPLICABILITY) PLANNING TO OPERATE INTO, OUT OF, WITHIN, OR OVER THE TEHRAN FIR (OIIX) SHOULD FILE A FLIGHT PLAN WELL IN ADVANCE AND CAREFULLY ADHERE TO THAT FLIGHT PLAN, UNLESS OTHERWISE DIRECTED BY AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL. ANY U.S. OPERATOR MAKING AN UNANTICIPATED LANDING IN IRAN SHOULD CONTACT THE FOREIGN INTERESTS SECTION AT THE SWISS EMBASSY IN TEHRAN FOR ANY NEEDED ASSISTANCE AT TELEPHONE +98-21-2279-3912 OR +98-21-2279-3697.

THE UNITED STATES DOES NOT HAVE AN EMBASSY IN IRAN. THOSE PERSONS DESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH A MUST REPORT SAFETY AND/OR SECURITY INCIDENTS RELATED TO THIS NOTAM TO THE FAA AT +1 202-267-3333 OR 1-844-267-3203.